A photogeologic and physical modeling study indicates that Hebes Chasma, Mars, formed by collapse of the megaregolith. Local heating facilitated drainage of ~10 5 km 3 of brines and entrained particulates through fractures in the chasma fl oor and into a regional aquifer. A megaregolith rich in salts and water is implied by massive, low-gradient allochthonous fl ows that terminate in deep pits and troughs, by emergent diapirs, and by arching of Hebes Mensa. These structures are consistent with plastic and viscous deformation but inconsistent with collapse of basalt fl ows and/or tephra. Spectral measurements confi rm that hydrated sulfate salts are spatially associated with allochthonous fl ows from depth and light-toned deposits. Collapse features and fl ows are present in many other chasmata in Valles Marineris, suggesting that widespread salt tectonics and dissolution may have shaped the region.
INTRODUCTION
The great chasmata of the Valles Marineris complex, Mars, have been attributed to many processes, including excavation by fl oods, wind, ice, or lava, formation of grabens by crustal extension or subsidence over dikes or ice wedges, and subsidence by subsurface removal of fl uids (for reviews see Spencer and Fanale, 1990; Lucchitta et al., 1992; Schultz, 1998; Montgomery et al., 2009) . Hebes Chasma (Fig. 1 ) lacks a surface outfl ow channel; therefore the fl ood hypothesis can be eliminated, and the other hypotheses that entail surface excavation do not explain where the missing 10 5 km 3 of material went. A purely tectonic origin for Hebes is diffi cult to reconcile with its irregular elliptical outline, blunt ends, a fl oor having multiple closed depressions, and a paucity of surrounding grabens. The remaining hypothesis, i.e., subsidence due to subsurface fl uid fl ow, has been considered for Valles Marineris generally (e.g., Spencer and Fanale, 1990; Montgomery and Gillespie, 2005) , but it has not been examined in detail for Hebes. Our paper summarizes the results of two new tests of the subsidence hypothesis for Hebes: photogeologic mapping produced a stratigraphic framework for interpreting the collapse structures, and scaled physical modeling reproduced key physiographic features caused by collapse from subterranean fl uid withdrawal.
GEOLOGY OF HEBES CHASMA
The rocks exposed in Hebes Chasma are designated here as the Hebes Group, which comprises two stratigraphic units: the Upper Hebes Formation (UHF) and the Lower Hebes Formation (LHF). The upper formation consists of ~600 m of resistant, layered rocks that rim the chasma (Fig. 2A) . Individual layers within UHF vary in albedo and thickness (<5-100 m) and rarely can be traced along strike for more than a few kilometers before pinching out or ending in faults or slumps. Lucchitta et al. (1992) and Treiman et al. (1995) reported that the same unit is present throughout Valles Marineris. Because it is continuous across plains and impact ejecta of different ages, Treiman et al. (1995) interpreted this resistant cap as the product of aqueous diagenesis at the planet's surface. At Hebes Chasma, UHF also crops out on benches, inward-tilted slabs, landslides, and fl ows in deep parts of the chasma (Fig. 3) . Thus, UHF and the cratered-plains surface, both of which predate the chasma, provide markers for understanding the structures and processes within Hebes. LHF, which may be >8000 m thick, underlies UHF. On the chasma walls and in the plains canyons that join the chasma, LHF is massive, relatively easily eroded, and masked by talus. On Hebes Mensa, the upper ~600 m of LHF consists of layers that may be depositional and/or structural (Fig. 2B) . A distinctive 100-m-thick subunit at the top of Hebes Mensa and on "MiniMensa" (Fig. 1C) contains botryoidal concentric upwelled structures that we interpret as fl uid-escape cells in eruptive spring deposits, or small, nested diapirs (Fig. 2C) . Layers of LHF in the Southeast Pit may be stratigraphically lower than those on the fl anks of Hebes Mensa , although structural evidence for diapirism suggests that they may be displaced upper LHF.
Early stages in the subsidence of Hebes Chasma are preserved at its eastern tip, where the plains surface and UHF were deformed into a swale 18 km long, 10 km wide, and 750 m deep. The Swale is aligned with the east-west axis of the chasma and with Ganges Catena, a chain of pit craters 130 km to the east (Figs. 1A and 1C) . Shallow grabens along the north and south margins of the Swale defi ne zones of extension. Parallel ridges defi ne a zone of shortening along the Swale axis. The inward dips of UHF and a compensating central zone of shortening indicate sagging, rather than pure extension. Similarly, along the rims of the plains canyons and the chasma, layers of UHF dip inward. The walls of the plains canyons and the chasma typically slope 20°-30°, and in many places the dips of UHF layers approach that slope angle. The resulting near-dip slopes cause map patterns of UHF to vary greatly even though the thickness of UHF is relatively constant.
West of the Swale, faults displaced the cratered plains surface and UHF >1000 m below the chasma rims. Balanced cross sections that match the volume of talus at the bases of the walls with the volume of overlying UHF indicate the presence of normal faults that dip toward the axis of the chasma. Although bounded by extensional faults, the fl oor of the east end of the chasma is hummocky and appears to have been shortened by crowding, suggesting subsidence that echoes the Swale. Further subsidence deepened and widened the chasma to the west, leaving remnants of the cratered fl oor and UHF perched as benches along the chasma walls (Figs. 3A and 3B) . Westward along the deepening axial zone, the cratered fl oor has viscousfl ow structures that include longitudinal ridges and grooves, lateral lobes, and a wrinkled, elephant-hide appearance (Fig. 3C ). This fl ow (the "Tongue") extends for 40 km at a slope of 4° from one or more extensional scarps to the East Pit. No material accumulated at its terminus, implying that the pit was a drain. Flow to the pit, 8100 m below the chasma rim, signifi es an advanced stage of chasma subsidence in which LHF became more mobile at depth, probably owing to higher temperatures.
Besides the Tongue, two other large fl ows are consistent with viscous fl ow into drains. The Northeast Flow and the North Flow (Fig.  3) originate from the base of the north wall and both have overall slopes <5°. Each fl ow ends in a pit or trough without accumulated deposits. The main branch of the Northeast Flow is 70 km long and ends in the East Pit. The North Flow is 50 km long and ends in the trough at the base of Hebes Mensa. The chasma wall between the two fl ows is a hinged slab tilted 20° toward the North Pit. Erosional incision of the slab removed much of UHF to expose softer LHF in valleys, a pattern repeated elsewhere around the chasma walls. One hinged slab (Big Slab) on the north wall is not incised (Fig. 3D ). This 17-kmlong ramp of UHF, with the cratered plains surface largely preserved, dips 15°-20° into the North Pit. Parallel normal faults broke the bottom edge of the slab where it meets the pit, suggesting that underlying LHF drained into the depression, carrying with it a deformed skin of UHF, similarly to the Tongue. The early stages of collapse are obscured by later, basal fl ows of LHF into the pit. Numerous additional fl ows of LHF along the base of the north wall terminate in the trough between the north wall and Hebes Mensa (Fig. 4A) .
Hebes Mensa rises to within a few hundred meters (about the thickness of UHF) of the chasma rims. This loaf-shaped, doubly plunging antiform is defi ned by light-toned layers of LHF that dip 10°-25° (e.g., Hauber et al., 2006) . Flows on all sides imply that the structure has been unroofed (Fig. 4B) , which would explain the absence of UHF and a plains surface if the mensa is interpreted as an arched remnant of chasma-wall material. An alternative hypothesis, that the light-toned deposits of the mensa are a younger infi ll (e.g., Lucchitta et al., 1992) , is unlikely at Hebes. That scenario requires that a preexisting chasma be excavated, then fi lled nearly to the rim with >8000 m of material from an unknown source, followed by reexcavation to form the present chasma. There is no evidence for such multiple episodes of chasma formation or for the sources of infi ll.
Dark fl uid fl ows also occur on the sides of Hebes Mensa, the base of the chasma walls adjacent to the pits and troughs, and along fi ssures on the chasma fl oor. The conspicuous braided fl ow from the northeast alcove of Hebes Mensa, here dubbed the "Oil Spill" (Fig. 4C) , was interpreted by Ori et al. (2005) as a low-viscosity lava fl ow; however, a Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Context Camera image shows that the braided channels are smooth ridges and that the terminal deposit has a feather edge that grades into the surrounding, paler surface. We interpret the Oil Spill as particulates (basaltic tephra?) derived from LHF and entrained in aqueous springs along fracture zones. Dark material may have accumulated in the Oil Spill channels as water evaporated. Similarly, dark fl ows from myriad fractures left particulate deposits on the north and west sides of Hebes Mensa, many of which blend with paler materials at the bases of the slopes. Other faults and fractures produced dark talus fans on the south wall of Hebes Mensa that are consistent with aqueous spring deposits, but their abundance and small size are inconsistent with magmatic vents.
PHYSICAL MODELS
For insights into the mechanics of karst-like collapse, we built physical models of Hebes Chasma with a length scale of 2 mm to 1 km using layers of dry sand (UHF), glass beads (upper LHF), and ductile silicone polymer (lower LHF). The silicone and granular materials drained slowly by gravity through sinuous slots in the base of the model. The slots were patterned after the topography of the deep parts of Hebes Chasma fl oor to simulate postulated major fracture zones.
Four experiments reproduced most of the features of Hebes Chasma. Time-lapse videos of the models' evolution revealed all stages of the collapse, not just the end result preserved on Mars (Fig. 5) . Viscous silicone fl owed toward and into the sinks, causing collapse of the upper brittle layers. The originally horizontal upper layers evolved through swales, grabens, tilted slabs, and landslides. In the lower ductile layers, collapse produced allochthonous fl ows, diapirs, and sutured drainage creases along former axial thrusts. Features of Hebes produced by the model included normal faults along the rims, arcuate rim segments and alcoves, inward-tilted slabs of plains surface, slump blocks, closed pits, and reverse and thrust faults at the base of walls. In the models, Hebes Mensa began as a horizontally layered remnant of the plains, but it arched diapirically when its crest was stretched and unroofed as material tilted and fl owed into the surrounding drains.
DISCUSSION
An explanation for the formation of Hebes Chasma must account for the missing volume of material and for the geological observations, including lack of a fl uvial outlet, layers that dip toward pits and troughs, extensive mass fl ows into the pits on negligible gradients, and the lack of accumulation at the ends of fl ows. All this evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that material was evacuated through drains in the fl oor. In contrast, an origin purely by extension is not consistent with the shape of the chasma, the lack of extension outside its rims, the dipping layers, and the fl ows into pits and troughs.
A fl uid-evacuation hypothesis severely limits the composition of the materials, which must be solid in the walls but able to melt and/ or fl ow upon gentle heating. For Hebes, these constraints eliminate blocky, thick basalt fl ows (e.g., McEwen et al., 1999) , as argued from other data by Bigot-Cormier and Montgomery (2007). Melting of a megaregolith consisting mainly of ice would readily satisfy the requirement to remove a large volume through the drains; however, it is unlikely that such walls could be supported, given that ice is expected to fl ow at depths much less than that of the chasma (Spencer and Fanale, 1990) . The geology of Hebes is, however, consistent with karstic removal of mixtures of salts, water ice, and basaltic tephra, as proposed for the origin of Valles Marineris in Montgomery and Gillespie (2005) and Montgomery et al. (2009) , wherein evidence was presented that magmatic or global heat fl ow could cause dewatering of hydrous salts and melting of ice, releasing large volumes of fl uid from pressurized aquifers into outfl ow channels.
Near-infrared spectra obtained by OMEGA (Observatoire pour la Mineralogie, l'Eau, les Glaces et l'Activité) Mars Express show evidence for a few patches of hydrated sulfate salts in Hebes Chasma (Fig. 6) . Using the methods of Combe et al. (2008) detected at those same localities by Gendrin et al. (2005) and Hauber et al. (2006 Hauber et al. ( , 2008 . Patches of kieserite coincide with massive, light-toned diapiric fl ows of LHF and adjacent dark particulate material. Small patches of kieserite also coincide with layered LHF and associated dark material on the lower wall of the Southeast Pit below Mini-Mensa. Sulfate salts are not confi ned to light-toned or layered materials and appear absent from the layered materials of Hebes Mensa and from the chasma walls. The spectral measurements do not preclude salts elsewhere in the chasma; other salts such as anhydrite or halite may be undetected because they lack diagnostic H 2 O absorption bands in the near infrared, and local rehydration could have formed kieserite (Mangold et al., 2008) . The available evidence hints that hydrated sulfates, which at Hebes occur only on structures upwelled from depth, may be remnants of the salt-rich lower part of LHF, most of which dissolved and drained into a regional aquifer. The layered materials of UHF and the upper part of LHF may be salt poor, although perhaps rich in undetected minerals such as opaline silica or diagenetic, spring-deposited cements (Treiman et al., 1995; Milliken et al., 2008; Rossi et al., 2008) . It is important to determine the composition of these deposits, because the photogeologic evidence indicates that they currently dominate surface exposures within the chasma.
We have presented evidence that Hebes Chasma evolved by collapse of a salt-rich megaregolith. Features similar to those in Hebes are widespread in Valles Marineris, and local instances of salt structures have been reported in Tithonium Chasma (Popa et al., 2007; Baioni and Wezel, 2008) and in Candor Chasma (Millikin et al., 2007) . Although all Martian chasmata in Valles Marineris may not have evolved exactly the same way, the Hebes example suggests that salt tectonics was important in shaping the much-debated topography of the Valles Marineris region. 
